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SAND GRAIN
Sand has great power, but the power is two-fold. From its simple origins in nature it can
become an industrial material full of strength and potential, as well as being as gentle as soft,
rippling sand.
With the multiple abilities, Sand Grain may support many design aesthetics. Much like a sand
castle appears majestic and strong, this beige hue can offer a commanding presence with an
undeniable connection with nature. It also, however, has its mellow side. Sand Grain suggests
the soft grains of the beach that gently yields to the pressure of footsteps during a seaside
stroll, representing visual notions of easy-living. Sand Grain embodies qualities that are
comfortable, familiar, and timeless.
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As one of the ultimate hues for residential home, it is ideal to offer warmth and welcome.
Indeed, Sand Grain easily bridges strength and softness with its warm undertones. To add
even more warmth, add the soothing looks of brown “Hands on!” and the wood aesthetic of
Coast Evoke Oak.
As an influencer to wood tones, Sand Grain keeps the world light underfoot and adds to the
visual warmth of any room. As a major colour theme, accent piece, or architectural element,
the aforementioned qualities can create islands of respite in any room, and with any design
style.
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The colour qualities of Sand Grain are noteworthy and effective for commercial spaces, as
well. They are key to adding comfort as offices, stores, and other public areas begin to accept
visitors again. Furniture, cabinetry, tables, and desks can be in solid colours, or patterns created
in Sand Grain. It can suggest the structure of a modern building in combination with Mineral
Grey, Raw Cotton, and Garnet Slate Dark Grey and increase its connection to nature with the
addition of Lichen Green.
From seemingly humble beginnings, Sand Grain is a fundamental colour to enhance spaces
with a sense of strength, comfort, and ease.
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